
Computers Brands
Exercise I?: Match the brand names with their logos and -firvd them in the word search.
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( ) EBay

( ) Qoogle

( ) Picasa

( ) YouTube

( ) Skype

( ) Intel

( ) HP

( ) Apple

( ) Safari

( ) Intemet Explorer

( ) Asus

( ) Java

( ) Wikipedia

( ) GlVBil

( ) Acer-

( ) Firefox

( ) Yahoo!

( ) Lervovo

( ) Faceboofc

( ) Twitter

( ) Microsoft

( ) LQ

( ) Chrome

( ) Windows

( ) Bins
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Code Literacy: A 21st-Century Requirement
By Oouolaa Rushkoft
Noueinbei 13. 2012

Astt kkls what Facebook is for, and they'll lell you it's there to help them msks friends And, on the surface

anyway. [ftat's what it tooks lilte. Of coursa, anyona who has pokad a bil deeper or tliought a bit tonger

atioul it undsrstands thal people programming Facebootf aren't silting around wandering how to foater

more enduring felallonships for litlle Jotinny. Janey and their friends, but rather how [o moneti^e Iheir

social graphs-ffie irail ofdata the site is husy accuffiulaNng aboutJohnn^ and Janey every second of

theday and night

After sN. our kkjs aren't Facebooh's custoiners; they're the product. The reai customars are Ihe

advertisers and market researchers paying foc thsir attenGon and user data But it's difficult for them or us

to see any of this and respond appropnately if wa don't firrow anything about the digiial environmenl in

which aN this is taking place That's why - as gn educator. mediB theofisl snd pareflt - 1 have become

dedicafed to getting kkls code literate

Dfgital Worid Ownership

As ! aee it. code literacy is a requirement for participation in a dlgital world. When we acquirsd language,

wedidn'tjustlearn howto listen. butalso howlo speaK. When we acquired text, we dldn't jjst leam taw

to read, but aiso how lo write Now that *e have computers. ws ara [aaming to use them bul no[ how

to programfhem. When ws sre no[ code literale, we must accapt Ihe devicea and softwars we USG with

whatevef limflsliong and agendas their cTealofs have built mlo ttiem. How many times havs you altered

ttie contenl of a lesson or a presenlation because ycu couldn'l Figure out how lo mahe Ihe technology

work the way you wanted? And have you ever considered tha( the software's limitations may be tess a

function of Ihe underiying technotogy than thet oftfiecorporalionthatdavsioped it7Would you even know

where to begin dlstinguisning between We hro?

This puls us and our fiids - who will be llving in a more digiial world than our own - at a terrible

disadvantage. They are spending an increasing amount of Itieir time in digital environments where the

rules have been written by others. Just tieingfamiliarwith howcode worhswould helpthem navigate [his

terrain, understand its limitations and deiennine wheUier Ihose limits are there becauae the technotogy

demands rt - or simply because some cornpany wants it that way. Code literate Itids atop accepting tiia

applications and wsbsiles the^ use at face value. and begin lo sngags cnticalFv and purpo$eful!y with

theffl instead.

OUierwise, Ihey msy as weil ba at the circus or d magic show

Mors generally. knowing something about pfogramming makes us competinve as indiuiduals, companies

and »nation. The rest of the warfd is learning code. Tliair schools teach it, their companies are filled with

emptoyees wtio get it, and Iheir militaries are slaffed by programmers - notjustgamerawiShjoysticks.

Accofding to the generals i've spoken wilh. we are tess Ihan a generation away from tosing our

iechnologlcal supsriority on the cyber balllefiekl, wliicti should concem a nalion dependlng 30 tieavily on

dronas for securily and electronic trading as an industry

Finatly, leaming code- and doing soin a socia! context- familiarizes people wilh the valussofadfgital

socisly' the commons, collaboralion and sharing Tftese are replacing the induslrial age values of secrecy

or Ihe hoarding of Kfiowladge. Leaming how software is dsveloped and how Ihe ecosystam of computer

technology really wofts helps us understand the new models Ihrough which we'll ba working and living as

a society. It's a new 1'ird of leamwofk, and one Ihafs under-empliasized in our testing-based schoal

sysiems.

Ccdeacademy

To buiM my own code lltefacy, 1 decided to laka frse classes through the online

website CodecadBinv.com, and ended up Khing ii so much tlial Vm now worhing with them to provide

frse coLjrses lor kids to iearn to coda. The lessons I've teamed along the way are of value to pafents and

teachers looking to grow more code literate young peopls

1. Learning byDoing

One of Codscadem/s key insights was that progfamming is beat laughil by doing. Where iiierature might

bestbe laught through booKs, coding 15 besltaugFit in an inleractwe envronment So insteadofjust

giving students texl to read orvideos towatch. Codecademy invitea them lo learn tocode by actuatly

maMng code. Eueryonline lesson inwlves writing Nnesofcode ip an interactive wlndow within Ihaweb

browser, and then fiitting the "run" button and watching those lines aclually work Instanl payoff, and an

'mtrinsic reward"

2 A Stake in the Outcome

Code also mahes much more sense to people when it Is lied tn a reai pnject. People need reasons far

learnlng one skill or another. When sludents are woriting to deviae a compuler adventure game, all of a

sudden abstract mathematical funcfons becoma immedialely relevant.

3. Benefifs of Interaction

Finally, whilg badges and point scores are great for molivating students m Vne short run, social

connections to a reai group of cohorts probably matter niore for the tong haul. Godecadem/s first slrides

in ttiat direction. simple fonims, altow Lisers to seek oul he!p from oltiers when they'rs stucl( in a lesson

Meanwhile. those who are maslering a sklll find it really sinks in when they have ffie opportunity to explam

things to someone encountering it for the firsl time Jusl as research has shown a tieterogeneous

classroom beneSts those art tioth ends of �e aptitude spaclrum, interaction between (Tiore and less

experisnced code learnere benefits boUi.

After-Schod Adventures

The greatest challenge so far, at least from my end, has been figuring out ways to get (hese interactive

tessans into the schools that need them. Between curruuluin standards, overworked facully and legal

restrictians on inviiing minors to use websites, it's an uphill battle. To help wilh these cFiallenges.

Godecademy has unveiled an after-school program throjgh which any parent or teacher can teach code

to a self-selecling group of intefBsted students.

Godecadamv.Goin/afterschool is basieally "Codecademy m a bo);" It's a year of interactiue lesson

tracks. specially assembled for an after-scnool group or club run by an adult wilh no programming

experience fn Uie fall semestsr, kids make a website by learning HTML and CSS In 1/ie spring, they

buifd an advenlure game by learning Javascripl The beauty of the model is that the adult supenising all

this needn't know anyihing ^bout code in advance. The course materials tel ^ou know everything you

need [o stay 9 week ahead of lhel(id3, and the reslofthe online community is Uiere to helpyou out ifyoLi

get sluck

When i learned about Ihe sfter-school program, 1 was compelled to tweet. "No Excuses.' Thafs about the

best l can say it Tlie obstaclss to code literacy are getting smalier every day. while the Itabilities for

<gnorance are onfy getting n^ore profound.

Uss your article to answer the questions.

Headlina

by_-

Publication/Source

Checkone: LocalNewsD NationatNewsD InternationalNewsD

1. Summarize your article in five sentences.

2, What the three most importanf points in the article?

II

3. lf this story was on a TV newscast instead of in written form. how would it be

different? List three ways,

4. what do you think wlli hoppen next?

C/selwl by Rach&l. Lyntllfl CopvrighlCf 2011



Graphic Design: Tribe Day 4

The difference between fonts have a huge impact on designs.

For each font below, write the category of font (serif, sans serif, orscript), and three words to describe the
feeling of the font.

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIi'JjKkLIMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
Category: Feelings:

AaBbCcDdEeFfflgHMiajl&LIMmNnOoPpQqRrSsrauVvWwXxYgZz
Category: Feelings:

g[a?@b¬c2ati¬ejff(@s%t)3fii
Category: Feelings:

'sitiTtQau^b^toXx^pZ?

Category: Feelings:
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Category: Feelings:

ftaBbCcDd^eFf6qHhliJjKkLWmNnOoPpQciR.rSsnUu\/vU}wXxyyZz.

Category: Feelings:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567
890!

Category: Feelings:

ABCI)ETCn:IJKlM:irOT&BljSTW^yXYZlZ34567890'

Category: Feelings:
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Category: Feelings:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ123456789
Category: Feelings:

AaBbCcDdEeFIGgHhUJjKkLlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Category: Feelings:

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhliJjKkLIMmNnOo
PpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Category: Feelings:

AaBlbCcDclEeF'f6gHh?iJjK.^yMntMnOoPpQ^Rr^TflJuVvWw^.x.ry2z

Category: Feelings:
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Category: Feelings:

ABCDEFGHUKLMNOPQRSTUV
WXYZ1234567890!

Category: Feelings:

AaBliCcDdEiFfGgHUiJjKkLUIIniNBOnPpflqRrSsTtUuVvWw&iTyZz
Category: Feelings:

AetBbeeDdEeF^egHItUaaKfeMntntnitOoPpOqlBpSs'BeUuVWtUtXxy.sZa
Category: Feelings:



ADCDErCMUKlMNOPWTTUVWXYTtt?4567890!
Category: Feelings:

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Category: Feelings:
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Could the Futuristic Traveling Tube Become a
Reality?
by ReadWorks

It sounds like something straight out of a science fiction movie or a silly cartoon: a futuristic traveling
tube that can quickly shoot people wherever they want to go, inside a tiny pod. But this may be Just

'

around the corner for people looking for a faster, easier, and cheaper-than-ever way to travel.

South African-American inventor and billionaire Elon Musk, who, in the past, has worked on both

private space flight and electric cars, recently announced he has been working on the design ofthis
traveling tube, which could forever change the way we travel the world.

In an interview, Musk described the new tube as a fifth kind oftransportation.

"We have planes, trains, automobiles, and boats," he explained. "What ifthere was a fifth mode?
have a name for it, [it's] called the Hyperloop."

The Hyperloop would have the power to cut back on travel time between major cities like Los Angeles
and San Francisco, which is what inspired Musk to design the hlyperloop in the first place.

Musk stated in an interview that he actually came up with the idea for the Hyperloop while thinking
about the train that takes people between Los Angeles and San Francisco-it is known for being one
ofthe slowest in the country.

"This system 1 have in mind...can never crash, is immune to weather, it goes three or four times faster
than the bullet train...it goes an average speed oftwice what an aircraft would do," explained Musk.

"You would go from downtown L. A. to downtown San Francisco in under 30 minutes," he added. "It

would cost you much less than an air ticket [and less] than any other mode of transport."
ReadWorks.org ©2013ReadWorks®,Inc.AII rights reserved.



ReadWorks' Could the Futuristic Traveling Tube Become a Reality?

People using the Hyperloop would shoot around in pods, which are each just over six-and-a-half feet
across, and the pods would travel through tubes located either above ground or underwater, though
Musk has not yet released his final design drawings.

Additionally, Musk believes the Hyperloop could be completely powered by the sun-making it more
environmentally friendly than cars, airplanes, or train systems. Someday it could possibly move
people between the East and West Coasts of the United States in less than an hour, which is faster
than any other mode oftransportation that exists. Eventually, the Hyperloop would be able to move
people around the world.

The Hyperloop could even run 24/7, be cheap, and allow people to travel on their own schedule.
People could show up at the Hyperloop station whenever they want and be quickly sent on their way.

Musk is not the first person outside of science fiction novelists to dream up vacuum tube technology
for moving people. The idea has been around forsome time, and inventors in other countries,
including China, are reportedly working on similar technology.

ReadWorks.org ©2013 ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights reserved.



ReadWorks' Could the Futuristic Traveling Tube Become a Reality? - Comprehension Questions

Name: Date:

1. What is the Hyperloop?

A. an electric car that Elon Musk is designing

B. a private spaceship that Elon Musk is designing

C. a traveling tube that Elon Musk is designing

D. a bullet train that Elon Musk is designing

2. What does this passage describe?

A. This passage describes a traveling tube that could help people get around in the
future.

B. This passage describes the costs of building traveling tubes around the world.

C. This passage describes the damage that cars, planes, and trains do to the
environment.

D. This passage describes the reasons that people are looking for a cheaper-than-ever
way to travel.

3. If built, the hlyperloop would be faster than any other type of transportation.

What evidence from the passage supports this statement?

A. People using the Hyperloop would travel in pods that are about six-and-a-half feet
across.

B. The Hyperloop is being designed to travel at twice the speed of an airplane.

C. Right now people can fly, drive, or take a train to get from Los Angeles to San
Francisco.

D. Inventors in other countries are working on technology similar to the Hyperloop.

4. Based on information in the passage, what is one reason that people might want to

use the Hyperloop instead of other kinds oftransportation?

A. People with motion sickness might not be able to handle the Hyperloop.

B. People are tired of using the same four kinds of transportation over and over.

C. The Hyperloop could take people to places where planes and trains do not go.

D. People would not have to pay as much to use the Hyperloop.

ReadWorks.org ©2017ReadWorks®,Inc. All righfs resen/ed.



ReadWorks* Could the Futuristic Traveling Tube Become a Reality? - Comprehension Questions

5. What is this passage mainly about?

A. science fiction movies and cartoons featuring futuristic traveling tubes with tiny pods

B. the interest that inventor Elon Musk has in private space flight and electric cars

C. why the train between Los Angeles and San Francisco is one of the slowest in the
country

D. a tube that could make travel in the future easier, faster, and cheaper

6. Read the following sentences: "Additionally, Musk believes the Hyperloop could be

completely powered by the sun-making it more environmentally friendly than cars,

airplanes, or train systems. Someday it could possibly move people between the East

and West Coasts of the United States in less than an hour, which is faster than any other

mode of transportation that exists."

What does the word mode mean in the sentence above?

A. ticket

B. type

C. train

D. travel

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

fast trips and low prices.The hlyperloop would offer travelers many benefits,

A. meanwhile

B. finally

C. including

D. otherwise

8. According to the passage, what are some of the questions that remain unanswered

about the Hyperloop?

9. Is anyone besides Elon Musk working on technology similar to the hlyperloop? If so,

who?

10. Based on information in the passage, is a traveling tube such as the Hyperloop likely

to become a reality or not? Explain your answer with evidence from the passage.

ReadWorks.org ©2017ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights resen/ed.
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How to Make a Better Robot
by ReadWorks

c^

Many people think that robots are an inevitable part of the future. It would be pretty cool to have a droid
friend around to save the day, or even just to keep you company when you got bored. While it may seem
like something out of science fiction, researchers are already imagining a world in which robots become a
more integrated part of our lives. We already have robots among us; some are designed to work in
factories, creating uniform products continuously. You may even have one in your home, in the form of a
little vacuum cleaner that self-drives itself around the floor.

But for robots to make it to the next level, scientists think they'll need to be a bit more versatile. The robots
scientists are imagining look nothing like the stiff creatures you might be thinking of. No need for an
awkward robot with stiff legs that attempts to walk and act like we walk and act-researchers are hoping to
cook up something entirely different from what we're used to seeing.

Howto Design a Robot
A group of researchers at Cornell University thinks the future of robots will actually be full of softbots. A
softbot is simply a robot made out of soft tissue, so it can move more flexibly than a hard-bodied robot.
And with the rise of 3D printers, building softbots is easier now than ever before. The question that
remains is: what will these robots look like? How will they move? h-low will they carry things, or navigate
small quarters?

ReadWorks.org " ©2013 ReadWorks®,Inc All rights resen/ed.
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These are precisely the questions these scientists are trying to answer. It's easy enough to build a robot
that mimics a human. We already know what we look like and how we move. But how do we know this is
the best way for robots to move? To put it simply, we don't.

The researchers are trying to figure out all the different ways robots could move. They're basically in the
middle of a very long brainstorming session. Once they realize what the options are, they can figure out
which motions are best suited to which actions, and create a final model that will perform the best in all
scenanos.

In order to do this, they've built a computer program that simulates the growth and movement of several
kinds ofsoftbots. They can use animated tissue, muscle, and bone to build a large number ofdifferent
kinds of softbots. Then the computer program runs the robots through tests, checking out things like
balance, coordination, or noisiness. In one example, they're looking for speed, so the fastest robots get to
stick around, while the slowest robots get cut.

The Possibilities
We're going to take a look at all of the different options for how a robot can move from one point to
another-this is the speed test. Scientists run a computer program several times, and each time, the
robots are a little bit different. Sometimes, they focus on giving the robots legs-either two legs like
humans have, or four, like many animals have. And sometimes they see if they can make a mover without
legs.

The fastest robot they created has legs and runs in a bounding motion-the front legs move together and
the back legs bound forward, similar to how a cheetah moves. Another robot was made to have long legs
that were mostly made of bone. These legs became long and skinny, so it wasn't surprising when the robot
started to gallop like a horse.

Other times, they try to make robots that can move in non-traditional ways. In one instance, they created a
funny sort of robot that doesn't have very much structure, Just a big blob of muscle. This robot moves by
inching its body forward, pulling its body in tight, and then releasing it to go long, much like an inch worm.
It's not a very fast robot, but it does have an advantage, the researchers realized. Ifthey picked this robot
up and dropped it randomly somewhere else, the robot would just keep on moving as if nothing had
happened. The researchers realized this trade-off-the bot may not be very fast, but it certainly is durable.

They even make some robots that seem almost silly from the outset. For example, some of their creations
are designed to have no legs at all, but they still had to figure out a way to move them forward. One ofthe
designs that resulted from this is a big robot that, instead of legs, has two large wings, and it flaps them
back and forth to move. The design is almost like a gorilla relying primarily on its arms to move, but it's a
bit bulkier. Another robot that came out of this is a little guy who looks like an open jack-in-the-box. The
bottom ofthe body is box-shaped, but at the top, out pops two little arms. This robot moves by flailing its
arms back and forth, which make the little guy slowly progress forward. It may seem silly, but an
advantage this robot has is that it could easily hold things in its hands, or its empty lower-box while still
moving forward.

Putting Ideas into Action
Now that the researchers have a number of ideas in mind. thev can start performina other tests to see
ReadWorks.org " ©2013 ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights reserved.
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which robots perform better at tasks besides moving themselves along. Maybe they'll have to measure
how much energy the robot requires to function for a long period of time, or how much space it takes up.
All three of these aspects will play into the future success of the robot, so it's important to consider them all
separately. Even ifsomething ends up looking silly in a trial, the underlying reason behind its success may
still warrant a characteristic to be considered for the final design.

For example, perhaps one of the softbot's tasks will be to take out the garbage (wouldn't that be nice?).
For that, you'd want a robot that could carry things and one not likely to fall. You'd also want a robot that
was pretty quick, but you'd have to balance your desire for speed with steadiness. If the bot drops its load
half the time, on average, it won't be so fast. Therefore, you have to incorporate a number of skills.

When making the robot, the researchers will have to look through all of the ideas they've created in their
computer program, and pick and choose which characteristics will work best together to create a robot that
can easily take out the garbage. They'll have to balance their desire for speed with a steady hand, and the
ability to carry heavy loads with a desire to make the robot light enough for a human to move around ifthe
robot's turned off.

A good way to think about it may be through imagining yourself picking out your favorite clothes to wear.
One day you may be torn between wearing the T-shirt that's extra soft, so it's really comfortable to wear,
and another shirt that's your favorite color. Having to pick between these options will probably convince

you to eventually find a new shirt that is both the fabric that you like and the color that you like. Now this
new shirt will probably be your favorite, since it has all of the positive qualities you love.

The Final Product
Going back to designing our robot that will help take out the trash, it might be nice for the robot to be fast,
but is that really the most important thing? It might be better to have a slower robot take out the trash. That
way, there's less of a chance the robot will fall and drop the trash (making it necessary for you to clean it
up). In that case, let's go back to the robot that moves sort of like an inchworm. That robot had a lot of
body mass on the ground, so it was tough to tip over-think about tipping over a butter dish versus a
candlestick.

Maybe when the robot has taken the trash out, you will want it to be fast. The best thing to do then is allow
it to separate its front section into two legs, and its back section into two legs. Then it can move in that
cheetah-like style, going faster. Perhaps the design of incorporating both ideas into one will result in a final

product that isn't completely an inch-wormer, and isn't completely a cheetah either. The robot's body is a
little too sleek to be a worm and a little too lumpy to be a cheetah. But the beauty ofthe final design is that
the robot is more versatile, and can do everything you need it to do.

Hopefully, these types of robots will enter our lives soon. The Cornell researchers will Just have to keep
brainstorming different types of robot bodies, so we can always have the best selection oftraits to pick
from.

ReadWorks.org ©2013ReadWorks®,tnc. All rights resen/ed.



ReadWorks' How to Make a Better Robot - Comprehension Questions

Name: Date:

1. What are scientists at Cornell University trying to figure out?

A. how to build a computer program that simulates the movement of softbots

B. all the different tasks robots could perform

C. all the different materials robots could be made of

D. all the different ways robots could move

2. Why does the author describe the different robots scientists are creating with a computer program?

A. to show that scientists are unsure about what type of robot to build

B. to show how complex these computer programs can be

C. to show that the scientists' brainstorm session will take a long time

D. to show a variety of ways that robots could move

3. Scientists must consider a variety of factors when designing a robot. What evidence from the text

supports this conclusion?

A. Researchers are already imagining a world in which robots become a more integrated part of our
lives.

B. Scientists at Cornell University have built a computer program that allows them to simulate the
movement of a robot before they develop a final design of the robot.

C. If a softbot is being designed to take out the trash, the softbot's ability to be steady must be
balanced with its ability to be quick.

D. The fastest robot created by scientists runs in a bounding motion, similar to how a cheetah moves.

4. What can be concluded about the purpose many robots will have in the future?

A. Robots will be created to allow scientists to use computer programs.

B. Robots will be created to move in non-traditional ways.

C. Robots will be created to make life easier for humans.

D. Robots will be created to help scientists brainstorm.

5. What is this passage mainly about?

A. scientists who work at Cornell University

B. the process scientists are using to design robots

C. computer programs scientists are using to design robots

D. robots that can move like humans

ReadWorks.org ©2017ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights reserved
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6. Read the following sentences: "But maybe when the robot has taken the trash out, you will want it to

be fast. The best thing to do then is allow it to separate its front section into two legs, and its back

section into two legs. Then it can move in that cheetah-like style, going faster. Perhaps the design of

incorporating both ideas into one will result in a final product isn't completely an inch-wormer, and

isn't completely a cheetah either."

What does the word "incorporating" mean above?

A. crushing

B. eliminating

C. combining

D. explaining

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

Scientists have built a computer program that simulates several kinds of softbots,_they

can figure out which model works best.

A. however

B. so

C. although

D. after

8. After scientists have a number of ideas about robot movement in mind, what types oftests do they

then perform?

9. According to the passage, what would be a good design for a softbot that would take out the trash?

10. Scientists need to test different abilities of the robots. While scientists perform these tests, they

measure how much energy the robots require to function for a long period of time and how much space

they take up.

Why do the scientists run these tests and track these measurements to create a final model? Use

evidence from the text to support your answer.

ReadWorks.org ©2017 ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights resen/ed.
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IISeven Minutes of Terror," Eight Years of
Ingenuity

by ReadWorks

"Sometimes when we look at it, it looks crazy," remarked Adam Steltzner, an engineer who works for
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration-known more commonly to the world as NASA.
"It is the result of reasoned engineering thought. But it still looks crazy."

In a video story entitled "Seven Minutes of Terror," Steltzner was joined on camera by an eloquent
cast ofentry-descent-landing engineers (or

"EDL Engineers"). Working from the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) in California, their team introduced the world to one of the most daring, inventive
feats of engineering the world had ever witnessed: the pinpoint landing of NASA's Curiosity rover on
Mars.

The seven minutes explored in that story-and experienced by the world in eariy August 2012-took

place after seven years of engineering, one year of space flight, and countless hours of collaboration
on the perfect landing. Dubbed the Mars Science Laboratory ("MSL"), this mission brought together
more than 7,000 people, working in organizations from all over the world, to accomplish its goals.
MSL is one of the greatest technological accomplishments of human history.

The most impressive thing about MSL is that no mission this ambitious had ever been attempted in
the past. The landing presented problems that could not be compared directly to anything done
before. But thanks to the rigorous work of hundreds of engineers, NASA ended up making a new
mark on Mars.

The Launch

The MSL launch took ptace on November 26, 2011. Blasting from the Earth at a speed of 12,582
ReadWorks.org " ©2013 ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights resened.
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miles per hour, the rockets that broke free of Earth's orbit and sent the Mars-bound spacecraft with
the rover on its way were the most routine part of the mission. For decades NASA has specialized in
space launches, drawing on some of the brightest minds on the planet to determine what it takes to
bring a spacecraft to the stars.

Planning the rover's trip to the red planet (Mars's nickname, due to its color)-a voyage lasting about
36 weeks at maximum cruise velocity-was also not exactly a new challenge for engineers working
on the MSL mission. NASA had already landed two rovers, named "Spirit" and "Opportunity," on the
surface of the red planet. Based on the principles of astronomy, the launch engineers at JPL had very

precise requirements for making the journey from Earth to Mars.

The key to these requirements was an understanding of orbits. Although Mars is significantly farther
from the sun fhan Earth, both planets orbit the same star. Their distance from each other changes
during each cycle, but Earth comes into alignment with Mars once every 26 months-"lapping" it in a

perpetual race around the sun. Observing this pattern, astronomers can work with engineers to

pinpoint the optimal month, day, and time for a spacecraft to leave Earth on a speedy one-way trip.

Drawing on centuries of knowledge of the laws of physics, scientists designed rockets and a
spacecraft to accommodate Curiosity. Years ofcalculation, construction, careful planning and
computer modeling resulted in a vessel that cruised purposefully through space, reaching the orbit of
Mars at Just the right time to attempt a landing.

Through it all, the margin for errorwas nearly non-existent. The movement of interplanetary bodies in
space is much more demanding than the movement of cars on a highway, or even airplanes in the
stratosphere. Miscalculating a vector or failing to account for any aspect of the orbits could lead to a
$2 billion failure.

Fortunately, NASA had taken on this challenge before. Its engineers had both the experience and the
tenacity to succeed again. What came after the launch was a different story.

The Landing

Spirit and Opportunity, the two NASA rovers that landed on Mars in 2004,used a combination of

parachutes, rockets, and hi-tech airbags to protect themselves. Much like launch and spaceflight,
each step of the landing sequence was planned and simulated to the very last detail. Learning from a

prior Mars mission, EDL engineers were able to recreate some of the same maneuvers used in that
sequence.

Unfortunately, the specific requirements of MSL made it difficult to depend on past experience. While
NASA had constructed the biggest supersonic parachute ever made, parachuting was far from
enough. Since the atmosphere of Mars is 100 times thinner than the atmosphere of Earth, the

parachute alone could not reduce the speed of descent past 200 miles per hour-a breakneck speed
that would surely damage Curiosity upon landing.

Curiosity outweighed any earlier rover and contained over 150 pounds of sensitive scientific devices,
so an airbag solution was ruled out. Instead, EDL engineers designed a maneuver that would allow
the entry capsule to turn sharply and activate powerful rockets to finish the job. Once this maneuver
was complete, the capsule could attempt a vertical landing.

ReadWorks.org " ©2013 ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights reserved.
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Successfully executing the switch from a parachute entry to a controlled, rocket-fueted descent was a
feat that could have gone wrong at any moment. Still, even this was not enough to succeed. Once the

parachute was cut, and a full radar system was online to guide Curiosity to the surface, the force from
the rockets could kick up so much dust that the dust itselfwould damage the rover.

Eternally thinking one step ahead, EDL engineers designed a device called a "sky crane" to complete
the final step of the landing sequence. When the sky crane was 20 feet above Martian soil, it lowered
Curiosity onto the surface with a set of cables.

Moving from 13,000 miles per hour to zero miles per hour in just seven minutes, Curiosity finally
touched down. The capsule, with all rockets still firing, blasted back into the sky and crash-landed
elsewhere on the planet. The landing was a success.

The Ongoing Mission

NASA states that the MSL mission "is
part of NASA's Mars Exploration Program, a long-term effort of

robotic exploration of the red planet." The most popular inquiry is whether Mars may have supported
life at any point in its long history. The search for these signs, however, is one piece of a much

greater picture.

The mission has eight scientific objectives, each one broken into specific goals and all coming
together to form a more detailed understanding of all things Mars. Curiosity, a rover the size of a
station wagon, contains advanced instruments that help it probe, sample, record, and analyze its way
through Martian terrain. NASA is preparing for the next space flight to Mars by collecting evidence on
the biological, geological, chemical, and radiological profile of the red planet. Another rover mission,
building on the work of Curiosity, is planned to launch in 2020.

Ultimately, scientists hope to learn enough about Mars to bring human beings to the surface for a
manned research mission. Some, working with entrepreneur Elon Musk, are even devising a plan to
colonize the planet by 2030. Skeptics debate whether or not such a seemingly outrageous idea could
ever be made into reality.

Looking back at NASA's solutions to the great technical challenge of the Curiosity landing, it's hard to
feel too skeptical about humankind's ability to reach for the stars.

ReadWorks.org " ©2013 ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights resen/ed.
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Name: Date:

I.WhatisCuriosity?

A. a parachute used to land on Mars

B. another name for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

C. a space rover that landed on Mars

D. a video made by NASA engineers

2. What sequence of events is described in this passage?

A. the sequence of events that led to Opportunity landing on Mars

B. the sequence of events that led to Curiosity landing on Mars

C. the sequence of events that led to the creation of NASA

D. the sequence of events that will need to take place for Mars to be colonized

3. In order to land on Mars, Curiosity had to use a parachute, rockets, and a sky crane.

What can be concluded from this information?

A. Landing on Mars is a simple process.

B. Landing on Mars is a complicated process.

C. Landing on Mars is a waste oftime.

D. Landing on Mars in the future is unrealistic.

4. What hetped make the Mars Science Laboratory mission successful?

A. one person working by himself for decades

B. two countries competing with each other

C. a lot of people working together for years

D. hi-tech airbags first used in 2004

5. What is this passage mainly about?

A. a mission to Mars

B. life on Mars

C. what being an engineer is like

D. the history of NASA

ReadWori<s.org " ©2017 ReadWorks®,Inc. All rights resen/ed
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6. Read the following sentence: "The mission has eight sdentific objectives, each one

broken into specific goals and all coming together to form a more detailed

understanding of all things Mars."

What does the word "mission" mean?

A. a problem that develops when people do not prepare for something as much as they
should

B. a short period of time when people feel extremely nervous about something

C. the movement of interplanetary bodies

D. an important task to be carried out by a person or group of people

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

, it landed on Mars.Engineers spent years getting Curiosity ready;

A. finally

B.however

C. third

D. such as

8. Describe the video story "Seven Minutes of Terror."

9. Which seven minutes of terror does the video's title refer to? Support your answer

with evidence from the passage.

10. Why might the engineers who worked on Curiosity have felt terror as they watched it

land? Support your answer with evidence from the passage.

ReadWorks.org " ©2017ReadWorks®.Inc. Allrights reserved.
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fojournerbecaine the star ofthe 1997 Pathfinder mission.
Engineers at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,
CaUfornia, guided the rover from remote controls on Earth. It
roUed from rock to rock, coUecting scientific data and checking
the mineral content of each rock. Back on Earth, the Pathfinder
team named the rocks after cartoon characters—BarnacleBill,
Scooby Doo, and Casper. They named a bear-shaped rock Yogi.

Pathfinderhad landed in a region ofMars tliat no one had
seen closely before. The lander took photographs ofMartian
landscapes, sunrises, and sunsets. Running on energy from solar

panels, Pathfinder's instmments sent back huge amounts of
information for sciendsts on Earth to analyze. This mission was

just one of many that would study the Martian landscape.

Sojourner—aboutthe^
of a microwave oven^'
explores the rocky su^
of Mars. Here it burn^
into a rock that sclerii^
called Yogi. The electW
image was transnnitfe^|
by Pathfinder from M|a|
to Earth. %;
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An artist imagines a scene
in the future in which
humans walk on the
rocly plains of Mars.

You step out ofyour spacecraft onto a dusty
red landscape under a pmldsh-red sky. Now

you know why Mars is caUed the red planet.
Water vapor in the air forms thin douds, even
fog. Because the air is so thin, the sun glares
down. It's windy, too. Thick clouds of reddish
dust, rich in iron, blow around you.

Without a pressurized spacesuit, you .
would not survive in the thin Martian air.
Unlike the thick layers of atmosphere around
Earth, this atmosphere gives almost no

protection against harmful ultraviolet
radiation. You also must carry oxygen.
Martian air is about 95 percent carbon
dioxide, which humans can t breathe.

Your spacesuit must keep you warm. Even
at the Martian equator, daytime temperatures
are rarely above freezing. At night they plunge
to about -100°C.Walk carefully, too,because
Martian gravity is weak. You 11 feel only 38

percent ofyour Earth weight!

This is a 360-degree image
taken from Pathfinder. On
the rugged Martian
landscape, sand and dust
storms have carved rocks
into fantastic shapes. Deep
canyons and huge volcanoes
also shape the surface.

Plants grown In water Plants grown In grav<
Plants

Wire mesh

Sand or gravel

Water'
Plastic containers

Any human settlement on Mars would have to

grow some of its own food. Experiment with a
method called hydroponics—growingplants
mainly in water, without soil. Set up two plant
containers to grow tomatoes or peppers.
^ Decide what variables to control.
"»In one container, use just water and plant fooc

with a wire mesh support.

»Inthe other, add sand or gravei to root plarits;
add water and plant food. r

" Record the rate of gro\Ath and strength of eae!
plant over a two-to three-week period.

Which technique worked the best? How do yow
think hydroponics would work on Mars? ^
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Astronaut Shannon Lucid and a Russi^n
cosmonaut examine food bins on Mir (left).

A cosmonaut, floating in space, repairs
equipment on /W/r(above).

Partners in Space
Many engineers and scientists are confident that
humans will travel to Mars sometime in the next
25 years. Meanwhile, people have gotten a preview
of a space voyage from astronauts and cosmonauts
traveUng on space shuttles, on Mir, Russia's former
space station, and on the new Intemational Space
Station.

For years, the United States and the Soviet
Union competed in a race to send missions into
space. Beginning m 1997, Russia and the United
States cooperated on Mir. Americans worked with
cosmonauts to solve problems, make repairs,
take spacewalks, and run the ship's computers.
More recendy, sdentists from 16 countries
have cooperated to construct and operate the
Lntemational Space Station, which is being
biult m orbit.

What s it lilce for crew members from
different backgrounds to live and work
together in a cramped spacecraft? Besides

having cultoiral and laaguage differences, Russian
and American crews have different training and
different equipment. Even spacesuits are not
the same.

Because Mirwas an old station, space crews

gamed experience dealing with emergencies. On a
long fli'ght, such as one to Mars, those skiUs would
be essential.

AU this experience on Mirand the Intemational
Space Station should prove invaluable for a fiiture
expedition to Mars.
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Mars is the planet most like Earth. But its smaUer size,
greater distance from the sun, and different orbit cause
soine immense differences. A Martian day, catled a sol, is
only about 40 minutes longer than an Earth day. The
Martian year, however, is much longer—669sols.

Mars, Uke Earth, tilts on its aris, so it has seasons. Each
Martian season lasts longer than ail Earth season because
the Martian year is longer. The shape ofMars's orbit makes
the seasons unequal in length (see table below).

The climate in the southern heinisphere is more
extreme than in the northem hemisphere. Winters in the
south are longer and colder, while summers are shorter and
wanner. Winter in the south, for instance, lasts 177 sols. In
the northem hemisphere, winter lasts only 156 sols.

Seasonal changes affect Mars s north and south poles,
which are covered with polar ice caps made ofwater and
carbon dioxide. Duruig winter in the southem hemisphere,
the polar cap covers almost halfthe hemisphere. Here the
ice cap is mainly frozen carbon dioxide—likedry ice.In
spring, the ice cap partially melts,.releasing carbon dioxide
into the air. In a similar way, when spring comes in the
northem hemisphere, the north polar cap melts. But in the
north, the frozen core is made mainly ofwater ice.

An ice cap covers the northern
polar region of Mars.

^li&.

Northern Hemlsphere of Mari

Winter Sumraffl

Martian Seasons in Sols

(Martian Days)

Northem Southem
Hemisphere Hemlsphei

Wlnter 156 177

Spring 194 142

Summer 177 156

fall 142 194
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ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
Language Arts

Middle School Connections in Agriculture Education
Name Period Date

Leaders surround us everyday. Your teacher is an important leader as well as your
principal, the governor ofyour state, and even the President ofthe United States. Those
are not the only leaders in your life. Now think ofother people you may consider a
leader and write at least a page telling how they are leaders. Do they possess the traits ot
leader? Describe some ofthose traits and tell how that person uses those traits to be a
leader. Remember to use detail, complete sentences, and correct spelling and grammar
when writing.
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